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Research, Science and Innovation Strategy
Submission form

The Government is developing a Research, Science and Innovation (RSI) Strategy to set out our
vision for RSI in New Zealand and its role in delivering a productive, sustainable, and inclusive
future.
We are keen to hear the views of New Zealanders on the draft Strategy so that we can get a
better understanding of what our country needs from RSI. We also are looking for feedback on
how we can take action to ensure New Zealand’s RSI system is optimised for success. These
views will inform the direction of Government investment in RSI and the research and innovation
areas for us to focus on as a country, as well as help us understand the challenges we need to
overcome.
We encourage anyone with an interest to make a written submission.

How to have a say
We have included a number of questions in the draft RSI Strategy document to highlight issues
on which we would like further input. We encourage you to use these questions as a guide when
submitting your feedback.
This document provides a template for you to provide your answers. Please upload the
completed document using our online submission page.
You do not have to fill out every section – we welcome submissions on some or all of the
questions.
The closing date for submissions is 10 November 2019.
After the consultation period finishes, we will analyse the submissions received and
incorporate the feedback in the final version of the strategy.

Confidentiality
Please note: All information you provide to MBIE in your submission could be subject to
release under the Official Information Act. This includes personal details such as your name or
email address, as well as your responses to the questions. MBIE generally releases the
information it holds from consultation when requested, and will sometimes publish it by
making it available on the MBIE website.
If you do not want some or all the information you provide as part of this consultation to be
made public, please let us know when you upload your submission. This does not guarantee
that we will not release this information as we may be required to by law. It does mean that
we will contact you if we are considering releasing information that you have asked that we
keep in confidence, and we will take your reasons for seeking confidentiality into account
when making a decision on whether to release it.
If you do not specify that you would prefer that information you provide is kept in confidence,
your submission will be made public. While we will do our best to let you know that we plan to
publish your submission before we do so, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do this.

better job security isn’t in the next contract. Many people are employed on long term
rolling contracts, with 30% of respondents having had 5 or more (fixed term) employment
contracts as academic staff at the University of Auckland. Some of these people have
worked as academic staff for over 10 years. This insecurity presents barriers (ranging from
increased difficulty navigating applications and logistics through to firm ineligibility) to
interacting with fundamental parts of academic life, including grant applications, graduate
student supervision, service opportunities and university benefits (e.g. UoA paid parental
leave, research and study leave). These barriers remain in place even for those “fortunate”
enough to have an extended fixed-term presence at the University.
There is a systemic problem in NZ Universities where research-only positions (nominally
1.0 FTE research) are for the most part not supported in the same way as traditional
lecturing positions (nominally 0.4 FTE teaching, 0.4 FTE research, 0.2 FTE service). Thus the
core research capabilities are represented by researchers (such as our members) without
career stability. This leads to a high level of attrition, particularly for those in ‘equity
groups’, which is detrimental to the strategy of building strong research capability.
There are a number of things that would improve prospects for emerging researchers that
government investment or policy can contribute to:
- Increase funding pools and caps on HRC and Marden project grants to make it more
realistic to hire postdocs for 3 years on these grants.
- Mandate minimum terms for postdoctoral researchers employed with funding from these
agencies.
- Reduce or remove university overheads on postdocs to encourage hiring them over
technicians.
- Offer more 3 year fellowships for early career researchers that cover full salary.
- We support mid career fellowship programmes such as Rutherford Discovery Fellowship
(RDF) and Sir Charles Hercus Health Research Fellowship (CHF) as these schemes pave the
way to an independent research career and often provide a pathway to permanent
employment. However, we note that a number of the RDF recipients in recent years are
already Associate Professors with successful research groups, and we question the need to
provide career development fellowships to researchers who have already ‘made it’. This
also contradicts the goal of RDF as stated by RSNZ - to attract, retain and support talent.
We also believe that these type of fellowships would work better for researchers if they
required some buy in from the host universities (such as schemes like NIH K99 awards in
the US). This is essentially the case for RDF since the salary component does not cover
100% FTE, but it would be very beneficial if these prestigious fellowships were contingent
on an offer of a permanent position. Matching start up funds from the host institution to
assist with setting up a new lab or transition to independence would also be beneficial. The
CHF, for example, does not provide enough research funds to cover even a 0.5 FTE
technician, so hands to assist with the work must be provided by other sources. Unless the
government plans to offer continued fellowships for more established researchers
throughout their careers like in Australia (which still have the issue of long term job
security), these fellowships need to be going to people who are seen as having a long-term
future in the system by both the funding bodies and the institution where they are based.
- We also support the provision of grants aimed at emerging researchers such as Marsden
Fast Start and HRC Emerging Researcher First Grants, however some of the regulations and
budget restrictions associated with these funding mechanisms put researchers and
institutions in a very challenging position regarding their time commitments. Most people
who would be eligible for these grants are funded by soft money. Requiring emerging
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researchers funded by soft money to commit a significant portion of their time to a grant
without being able to commit sufficient salary (or in some cases any salary) puts them in a
very difficult position where they either have to have a generous and well-funded PI, or
simultaneously get a fellowship that will cover their salary. Allowing them to commit up to
50% salary on the grants, even if it could be rebudgeted if fellowship or university funding
was received would give a wider range of applicants an opportunity to apply for these
funds. In order to achieve this it is likely that the overall size of these grants must be
adjusted to allow for current postdoctoral salary levels and overheads.
- Mandate ethical hiring and retention practices for Universities receiving government
funding. Whilst there are acknowledged reasons for hiring researchers on a fixed-term
basis due to soft money, loss of these researchers after this money is spent represents a
poor return on investment. This loss becomes greater with each sequential fixed-term that
a researcher works. The funders should consider the investment in skill as well as research
outcomes and at some stage Universities should offer stable employment commensurate
to the skill and experience of researchers.
Q20: There appear to be few schemes aimed at international recruitment or repatriation.
Realistically, it is always going to be challenging for New Zealand to recruit established
international scientists without huge investment which risks disadvantaging those who
have committed to a career in New Zealand. However, there is certainly value in
completing training overseas. Careful thought needs to go into the balance between
outside recruitment, and providing sufficient support for those who are already here.
One stage at which it is common for people to want to return is after various periods of
postdoctoral training when they are ready to establish their own research group. While it is
possible to repatriate on some of the mid career fellowships and this appears to be looked
upon favourably, there is really no acknowledgement that this is a lot more challenging and
potentially costly setting up a group from scratch that continuing what you are already
doing in an established space and group. Considering providing extra start up funds to RDF
or CHF recipients moving from overseas in the first couple of years could be an option.
We are currently recruiting overseas talent at PhD level. Many of these people wish to
remain in New Zealand afterwards and some get postdoctoral positions. However, many
early career grants or fellowships require permanent residency or citizenship which is not
possible for recent graduates who came to NZ specifically for PhD training. Thus, many
international recent graduates are at a competitive disadvantage to maintaining their
research in New Zealand.
Q21: Researchers need contracts with greater long-term job stability. Supporting (or
mandating) postdoc contracts at greater than 2 years would be a major start. While this
would restrict the number of researchers (those with funding for a year or less), it would
make this funding available for more long term prospects. Year-to-year contracts have little
to no benefit to those trying to attain job stability in the research job market. The
drawback would be that there is less “bridging” funding for researchers who fail to
maintain salary support – but that could be attained through other mechanisms (such as a
dedicated funding stream for short term salary support).
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